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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a design study to determine whether or not a
suitable control system for the carriage of the M. I. T. Ship Model
Toving Tank can be designed using as the power element a variable speed
drive—surplus from an obsolete vave generating apparatus. The drive
unit, located at one end of the 108-foot tank, will pull the carriage
along an overhead rail by means of a wire rope tension linkage.
The system is to operate in two modes. The first is con-
stant speed operation. Analysis shows that the specifications for
this mode can be met with an open loop system.
The second mode is to follow a model as it is towed down
the tank with constant force. The feedback control system designed
meets the steady-state specifications. but does not meet the transient
requirement because of an inherent limitation in the variable speed
drive.
FailTire to meet all the specifications and undesirable
mechanical features cause the author to recommend not building the
system.
Thesis Supervisors: Martin A. Abkowitz
Professor of Naval Architecture
George C. Newton, Jr.
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Naval architects and marine engineers have long been inter-
ested in the behavior of ships in a seavay. The measurement of ship
motions in actual seas has been done for many years, and such programs
are nov in progress. Analytical methods have been developed to predict
ship motions in vaves. Another source of information is from tests
of ship models. Results from these efforts have agreed in some areas,
but differ widely in others^ .
Comparison of results of model tests in "waves from various
(2 3)towing tanks have shovn poor agreement^ ' ' . The discrepancies have
been attributed to erratic vave generation, inaccurate measurements,
and differences in testing techniques.
Experimental studies vere made by Sibul at the Univer-
sity of California to compare three methods of model testing in
vaves— (l) model free to heave, pitch, and surge (model towed "with
constant force); (2) model free to heave and pitch, but restricted in
surge (model towed at constant speed); and (3) model free to heave
and pitch with surge limited by soft springs. The conculsion reached
as a resiilt of this study is to use constant force towing with the
model free to heave, pitch, and surge. Abkowitz makes the same
recommendation based on an analytical study
1 -

The M. I. T. Toving Tank Facility
The testing tank at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
is 108 feet long^ 8.5 feet "wide, and h feet deep. A falling -weight
dynamometer is used for constant force toving. A carriage on rails
above the tank is designed for constant speed towing and to carry
instrumentation for constant force toving in -waves. Waves are gen-
erated by a paddle type mechanism. The paddle is driven by a
hydraulic piston and is capable of generating regular and irregular
vaves
.
Statement of the Problem
The present carriage drive does not meet the requirement of
folio-wing the model vhile toving -with constant force in waves. This
has fostered interest in ne-w approaches to the carriage control problem.
Available at the towing tank is a variable speed drive—surpliis
from obsolete wave generating apparatus. This thesis is a study to
investigate the possibility of utilizing this variable speed drive in




Testing requirements at the M. I. T. tank dictate the
following specifications for the carriage control system:
1. Constant speed toving over a range of model
speeds from 0.75 knots to 3'0 knots and from
3 to 12 knots vith a tolerance of - 0.5^. Load
disturbances vill include the fluctuating
resistance of the model being toved in vaves and the
drag of the instrument cables leading to the
recorders and indicators at one end of the tank.
2. Follow -the -model operation while towing with
constant force; relative displacement limited
to - 0.5 feet.
In tests of displacement -type hulls in waves with freedom
to surge, heave and pitch, the model motion of interest in design
of the carriage follow -the-model control system is surge. Since the
naval architect is not interested in this motion for ship design,
sirrge (although generally recorded) is never reported with the final
model-test results.
An estimate of the amplitude of surge was made by assuming
a STirge velocity of 15/^ of the average speed. For a five-foot
- 3 -

MARINER model toved at one knot in regular vaves (vave length
equal to model length; vave height equal to pr- th of "wave length),
the estimated amplitude of surge is O.38 inches at the frequency
of encovmter of T«98 radians per second. This is supported by-
typical records reported by Paulling
, Ben-Nim^ , and Wiener .
Since this is near the natural frequency of the model, this is the
maximum amplitude expected. A valid input to test system perfor-
mance is taken as a sinusoidal of amplitude 0.032 feet (O.38 inches)
at a frequency of eight radians per second.
Tests of hydrofoil craft in vaves are planned in vhich
the boat crashes into the water from flying speed. A typical sit-
uation vill be flying at approximately eight knots and crashing
to a final speed of about three knots --a step change in speed of
five knots (8.^5 feet per sec). The control system must maintain
the relative displacement between carriage center and model less
than one foot. This requirement is necessary to keep the dolly
vhich is attached to the model and riding on a track vithin the
carriage, from hitting positive stops.
- k -

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
General Description
The variable speed drive vill be used to pull the carriage
along its rails by means of a vire rope tension linkage. This is












The variable speed drive (driven by a three-phase
induction motor) has an output range from 31-5 RFM to 126 RFM.
With a diameter of 0.385 feet for the drive sheave and direct
coupling, the speed range of the carriage vill be from 0.75 "to
3.0 knots. For high speed, a step-up gear ratio of ^:1 will give
a speed range of 3-0 to 12. knots. These ranges correspond to those
given in the system specifications.
Starting and stopping will be done manually (limit switches
can also be provided). The starting transient of the induction motor
will provide acceleration of the carriage and model. Braking will be
necessary to reduce stopping distance. Reversing can be easily
accomplished by using a reversing controller for the induction motor.
Towing Carriage
The carriage is supported by an overhead rail and a rail
located on the side wall. The sketch of Figure 2 illustrates this
arrangement. The weights of the carriage and its attachments are
given in Appendix A. For design purposes a mass of ten slugs was used.
The friction properties of the carriage were determined by
measTiring the force required to move the carriage at constant speeds.
Data show coulomb friction of approximately fifteen pounds and viscous


















Cables from transducers located on the model and carriage
are led to indicators at one end of the tank. They are supported
along their 100-foot length by fifteen slides riding on an over-
head rail. The force to move these slides is a function of position
as well as velocity. At the start of a run, the force is small;
at the end, the force is maximum. Table 1 gives the maximum value
at the end of the run at several speeds.
The slides for the power cables to the drive motor on the
carriage (present system) have similar characteristics and are listed
in Table 2. These cables would not be used with the system imder
design and could be disconnected, eliminating this distxu'bance. This
is assumed to be the case in the following analysis.
Table 1
























For pulling the carriage along^ both vire rope and roller
chain vere investigated. Wire rope proved to be superior from con-
sideration of veight, strength^ and elastic properties.
The "Wire rope can be modeled as a massless spring, the mass
of the vire being less than 10^ of the mass of the carriage. The
equiyalerit spring constant of the transmission -will be that due to
the elastic properties of the vire in series vith that due to the
catenary.






vhere k is the spring constant
i is the length of wire
E is the modulus of elasticity,
and A is the cross -sectional area. Values of "EA" determined
(9)from the actual test data is available from the wire rope manufacturer^ ^
The spring effect due to the cantenary can be treated analy-
tically. If the shape of the catenary is approximated by a parabola
(extremely close approximation "when sag is small, as in this applica-







"Where k is the spring constant,
H is the horizontal component of the steady-state tension,
w is the weight of the wire per foot,
and i is the steady-state length of the span.
Development of the above relation, the details of wire
rope selection, and comparison of wire rope and roller chain appear
in Appendix B.
The expressions above show that the spring constant is
dependent on the position of the carriage. The spring constant is
smallest at the start position and increases as the carriage moves
down the tank (See Appendix B). System performance will, therefore.
- 10 -

improve as the natural frequency of the transmission increases.
For this reason the spring constant is taken as 20,000 pounds per
foot (corresponding to a carriage position just after starting)
and is considered to be constant for design p\irposes.
Transmission Transfer Function
The sketch of the system in Figure k shows the following:
G^ - position of the drive sheave
X - position of the carriage
H, - tension in vire from the carriage
to the drive sheave
Hp - tension in vire from the drive sheave,
over the idler, and back to the carriage
k - spring constant of wire 1
kp - spring constant of wire 2
^
radius of drive sheave
M - mass of the carriage
c
°
F - coulomb friction of carriage
c
°
f - viscous friction of carriage
c






Writing the force equation for the carriage yields
H, -H„= Mx +fx +F +L
1 2 c c c c c
The tension in each spring is, respectively,
1 =Ho.k,(VD -^c)H, =
H^ = Hq - k^d^Gj^ - x^
H
1 2 eq^ u D o.
where k = k^ + k^,
eq 1 ^
Substituting in the force equation gives
Mx +fx + k X -k IL,e^ - F - L
.
cc cc eqc eqDD c
- 12 -

Taking the time derivative gives
M'x + f X + k X = k IL.e^ - L.cc cc eqc eqDD
The transform is
(M S^ + f S + k ) X (S) = k R^e^(s) - L(S)
^ c G eq' c^ ^ eq D D
(r^ S^ + -^ S + 1) X (S) = rA(S) -^
^k k ' c^ ^ D D^ k
eq eq eq
For M = 10 slugs ^ k = 20^000 pounds per foot, and
f = 0.296 pound-second per foot, the natiiral frequency is kk.J
radians per second and the damping ratio is 3>3 ^ 10 . This lov
damping ratio is undesirable. If the viscous damping of the carri-
age is increased to the maximum alloved by full-load rating of the
Link-Belt drive at a carriage speed of 12 knots, the damping ratio
is increased to O.OO615. This corresponds to a value of f equal
to 5.5 pounds-sec per foot (9-25 pounds per knot). This can easily
be accomplished by the addition of a mechanical device to the carriage
which exhibits the desired viscous friction.
- 13 -

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE
Link-Belt F.I.V. Drive
The variable speed unit is the Link-Belt P.I.V. drive
vith a speed ratio of 4:1 (Name plate data are listed in Appendix
C). The input shaft is driven at nearly constant speed (875 RFM)
by a three phase induction motor through 2:1 reduction gears. The
speed ratio of the output shaft to the input shaft can be varied
between 2:1 and 1:2. The output is then transmitted through a
13-9:1 double reduction gear train, giving a range of speed from




21.5 - \2L RP»n
Figure 5
Schematic of Link-Belt P.I.V. Drive
- \k

The Link-Belt unit employs a positive, chain drive. The
chain is self -tooth forming and engages radial grooves in two pairs
cf cone-shaped vheels. The vheels of each pair, mounted on splined
shafts, can be moved together or apart by turning a control screw.
As the conical surfaces are moved together on one shaft, the chain
walks out along the grooves, effectively increasing the diameter of
this sprocket. At the same time the cones on the other shaft are
moved apart; the effective diameter of the sprocket being reduced.
The ratio of the speeds of the two shafts can thus be changed step-
lessly from 2;1 to 1:2. This is illustrated diagrammatically in
Figiire 6.
Control Input
Speed changes in the Link-Belt drive are made by turning
the control screw. The no-load output shaft speed versus control
screw position is plotted in the graph of Figure 7« Sixteen revolu-
tions of the control screw cover the output speed range of 31-5 to
126 EPM.
The torque -speed characteristic of the control screw as
given by the manufacturer^ '^ is shown in Figure 8. Because the
chain walks along the conical s\irfaces as the control screw is
turned, there is a limit on the rate at which speed changes can be






































characteristic is taken as a linear relation vith a limit on the
velocity. This is sho'wn on the graph of Figure 8 as a dashed line.
Induction Motor
The variable speed \mit is driven by a three-phase
induction motor rated at 5 horsepover at 1750 RPM (name plate listed
in Appendix C). The torque -speed characteristic of this motor is





4- 6 8 10 la
TURN)5 Of CONlTROU SCR,EW
Ifc
Figure 7






Torque vs. Speed for Control Scre-w
SPcET^
\ioisO I700 1730 l?0O L9,?W)
Figure 9
Torque -Speed Characteristic of Induction Motor at Rated Voltage
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V. CONSTANT SPEED TOWING
The specifications for constant speed to'wing can be met
with an open loop system. This is evident from a study of the dynamics
of the variable speed drive and the vire rope transmission system for
given load disturbances.
An incremental linear model of the drive unit is shovn in
Figure 10 vhere
J is the inertia
B_ is the negative of the slope of the
induction motor torque -speed cvocve
,
m is shaft velocity
R^ is the diameter of the drive sheave,
and L is the load distiirbance (force),




Model of Drive Unit
- 19 -

Applying Nevton's second law,
In the lov speed range (0.75 to 3'0 knots) the allowable
carriage velocity error is - 0.005 knots (- O.OO8 feet per second)
which corresponds to - 0.0208 radian per seconds of the drive
shaft
.
The value of B^ is O.3 foot-pounds per EPM (2.8? foot-
pounds-second per radian), the negative of the slope of the torque-
speed characteristic of Figure 9; multiplied by the square of the
effective gear ratio.
2
The inertia J varies from 95 '5 slug-feet at 31 '5 KPM to
2 Bt) _1
6,25 slug-feet at 126 RIM. For 31-5 RPM, tj^ = 98 seconds ;
for 126 EPM, ^ = 9^ seconds" .
At low frequencies, the largest sinusoidal load disturbance









|l| = 31.6 pounds
This is veil above the disturbance load from a model
toved in vaves which would be only a fraction of a pound. It is
also seen that the drag of the instrument cables will not cause a
speed drop exceeding that allowed by the specifications.
In high speed operation, the effective diameter of the
drive sheave Rj) is increased by a factor of h; but the allowable
error is also increased by the same amount, so that above analysis
is valid for both high and low speed ranges. The induction motor
speed can, therefore, be considered constant at an operating point
determined by the steady-state load.
The motion of the carriage for load disturbances can be








Model of Carriage and Transmission System
21 -

The equation of motion for this system is
L=M*x + fx+kx
c c c c eq c
M p f
L = k (r-^ S + T^ S + l)x
eq^k k ' c
eq eq
L
k (r^ S + ^ S + 1
eq^k k
eq eq
At the frequency of the test input (8 radians per second)
described in Section II, the magnitude of the allovable disturbance
for a velocity error less than - .008 feet per second is approx-
imately
L = k X
eq c
L = 20,000 X -^^
L = 20 pounds
Again this is considerably less than the fraction of a
pound expected in model tests.
What value of a step load could be tolerated? Since the
system is so lightly damped, the step response vill be almost a
sinusoidal oscillation at the natural frequency of hh.^ radians per
- 22 -





L = 20,000 X j^
L = 3*6 pounds
The disturbance from the instrument cables described in
Section III can be modeled as fifteen successive step increases of
one poiind each. It is seen that the error from these disturbances vill
not exceed that alloved by the specifications.
The conclusions that can be dravn from the above study are:
1. the induction motor can be treated as a constant
speed device about an operating point and
2. the specifications for constant speed towing can













Description of the System
The actuating signal in the follov -the -model system will
he the relative position between the mid-point on the carriage and
the midship section of the model. An amplifier will drive a DC servo
motor to position the control screw, controlling the output speed of
the Link-Belt drive. The carriage is pulled by the drive through the
wire rope transmission. This is shown schematically in Figure 13.
\ <Att^>£L P
Figure 13
Schematic of the Follow -the-Model System
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There are several problems vhlch are immediately evident.
One is that of getting the system going. Before the start of a
test Tvn, the induction motor is necessarily stopped. To get the model
moving, the falling "weight of the dynamometer must be released; to
get the carriage moving, the induction motor must be started. An easy
method of coordinating these tvo operations is to fix the model (in
surge) to the carriage and utilize the starting transient of the in-
duction motor to accelerate the model to near its final average speed.
When this transient is completed, the model can be released and the
follov -the -model system activated. This can be accomplished mechanically
by using a pin to hold the model at the center of the carriage dirring
the accelerating period, and then lifting the pin with a solenoid.
The second problem is stopping at the end of the tank.
Limit switches can be used to de-energize the induction motor and set
a brake on the drive. The model will then drift ahead, hitting the
positive stops on the carriage. The impact will be softened by
b-uffers installed on the carriage. Both model and carriage will come
to rest at the end of the tank.
The return of the model to the starting point can be done
with the open loop system. The model is then prepared for another run




The error sensor -will give a voltage proportional to the
relative distance between the ship model and the carriage. If x^
and X are the distance of the ship and carriage, respectively,
measured from a fixed reference, then the error voltage e Is given
by
e =]^(Xg -x^)
where le. Is the constant of proportionality.
The DC servo motor selected for the control screv drive
motor is a General Electric, 4-pole, permanent magnetic field, l/k
horsepover motor. The selection procedure outlined by Nevton^ ^
vas followed, the details appearing in Appendix D. A full description
of the motor selected also appears in this appears in this appendix.
An SCR (silicon controlled rectifier) pover amplifier vas
selected to drive the control screv motor. The detailed circuit
design vas not carried out, but a good description of such an ampli-
fier vas taken from Gibson and Tuteur's analysis of a thyratron
(12)
amplifier^ \
A simple circuit giving bidirectional control is shovn in
Figure ik. The supply is a 120 VAC, 60 cycle per second. The SCR '
s
do not conduct until they are gated, then they conduct for the remaining
portion of that half cycle. One SCR is capable of conducting during
- 26 -

the positive half-cycle, driving the motor in the forward dir-
ection. The second SCR conducts during the negative half cycle,
driving the motor in the reverse direction. At near zero speeds,
both SCR's conduct for a small portion of its half cycle. This
provision is necessary to eliminate a dead zone that vould exist in




The output wave form for zero control signal is shown in
Figure 15 . A positive control signal advances the firing point on the
positive half cycle and retards the firing point on the negative half
cycle. This is illustrated in Figure l6. For a negative control




























The developed torque of a DC motor vith a constant
field is given by
where I is the arraatiore current
k is the motor torque constant
and Q, is the torque developed "by the motor.
By averaging the arraatirre current over a full cycle and
using the expression above ^ the average torque is
Q, = -r^— E sincp sin Acp - k Q(n - cp )d ttR s ^ao ^a v ^ ^ao
a "— -J
for
- J < Atp^ < 5 ,
is the motor amature resistance,
is the firing angle for zero signal,
is the advance of the firing angle,
is the motor torque constant,
is the motor voltage constant,
Q is the motor velocity
is the amplitude of the supply voltage.
This expression neglects armature inductance -which, for the servo












For 9^ " T" ®^^ -TOTE = 120 volts, the above
expression reduces to
K r TTk -,t r K -|
12Ok^ k^k
"C
. ,\ t V ^
^d = -W ^^^ ^^a - Tr- "
a a
The slope of the torque-speed curve of the motor drive






This is the same as a linear DC motor with the armature resistance
equal to ^R .
Near the ends of the range - ? <Z^ < y the amplifier
begins to sat\jrate, and beyond this interval saturation is pronoimced.
The equivalent output voltage versus firing angle is plotted in
Figure 17^ showing actual saturation with a 120 VAC supply. The
piecewise linear approximation used for design purposes is shown as
a dashed line in the same figure.
Using the piecewise linear model, the torque relationship is
120 k k k
a a
for





Effective Voltage of SCR Amplifier vs. Firing Angle
The amplifier saturation has been adjusted so that at a motor
speed of 80 radians per second the motor develops 2 foot-pounds of
torque which corresponds to the driving requirements of the control
screv (4-foot-pounds at kO radians per second) vhen driven through a
2:1 reduction gear. This has been illustrated in Figure l8, vhere
the developed torque versus speed of the motor (reflected through the





Developed Torque -Speed of Motor Superimposed on Required
Torque-Speed of the Control Screw
Thus^ the system vill alvays operate in the linear region
of the torque-speed requirement of the control screv, and the only
non-linear element in the region is the saturating amplifier.
- 32 -

The firing of the SCR's can be controlled by a linear
phase shift network which can be represented as
Acp = k e
"^a cp
vhere /^cp is the advance in firing angle
a
e is the error voltage
and k is the constant of proportionality. Such a network is
described in the General Electric SCR Handbook and by Cantor
System Analysis
The block diagram for the system can nov be developed.
The relations for the various components are repeated here for con-
venience:
Error sensor ^ e = k^ (x - x )
Phase shift netvork, Acp = k e
^a cp
120 k, k, k
Torque relationship, Q^= —^ A<^^ j^^ \^B '
a a
The dynamic relation between the control scre^w and the
control motor is




vhere J is the inertia of the motor
m
J is the inertia of the control screv
B is the slope of the torque-speed ciirve of the DC Motor
N is the gear ratio
a
0_, is the position of the control screv.








(J + ~) S + 2^
Section V shoved that the Link-Belt induction motor can be
treated as a constant speed device at a speed determined by the
steady-state load. The linear^ incremental model about a steady-state
output speed can then be represented by
%- h%
vhere IC is the slope of the curve in Figure 7 of Section IV at the
operating point speed.
The transfer function of the vire rope transmission vas




The block diagram is dravn in Figure 19 and reduced to that in
Figure 20, vhere




The numerical values for the parameters are:
J = .00108 + ^'^^ ^
^^
^ .00108 slug-feet^
a - -i + ^ ^^ = .Oif33 foot-pound-second
^
i^ X 6.8
J .00108 ^o<7 -qo






























































Since the saturating element (frequency independent) is the
only non-linear element in the system as modeled, a stability analysis
can be made utilizing the describing function technique. Compensation
of the system can then be performed in a manner similar to that used
m linear system analysis^ ^ .
The describing function N(A) for the saturating element is
shovn in Figure 21, vhere A is the amplitude of a sinusoidal input
to the element and N(A) is the effective gain for the fiondamental














10 It.o 2. 4 t s
Figure 21
Describing Function of the Satiorating Element
- 38 -

The describing function is useful in studying oscillation
of the system vhen there is no input. A critical locus of - ? : t
can be plotted on the gain-phase plot of the open loop linear
function. If this locus enters the region of instability for small
values of A^ an oscillation vill grow until N(A) is reduced to the
value at vhich the critical locus intersects the gain-phase plot of the
open loop linear function.
If the amplitude of the oscillation increases further, the
- „;
.
\ locus enters the region of stability and the oscillation is
reduced in amplitude. Thus, in this illustration, the intersection of
the - /
A
locus and the gain-phase plot represent a point of stable
oscillation at a frequency (from the gain-phase plot) and amplitude
(from the critical locus) determined by the intersection.
This approach is justified because the linear elements of
the system vill filter out the high frequency components of the out-
put of the non-linear element. The signal returned through the
feedback loop vill, therefore, be nearly sinusoidal.
The open loop, linear, transfer function of Figure 20 is
plotted in the form of a Bode diagram in Figure 22 and on the gain-
phase plane in Figure 23. The system is \instable as a result of the
tvo integrations in the loop, and the critical locus vill be entirely in
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Figure 23
Gain-Phase Plot of Open Loop Function
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altered by the addition of cascade compensation in the form of a
lead network. The compensated open loop function is shown as a dashed
line in the same figures. The system will be stable for an open
loop gain less than 70. The value of K was set equal to Uo, and
the critical locus plotted in Figure 23. It is seen that the critical
locus does not enter the region of instability, and stable oscillation
cannot exist.
The response of the closed loop system will be dependent on
amplitude as well as frequency. To Judge the performance of the system,
the responses to the test inputs described in Section II were obtained
by putting the system on an analog computer.
The Philbrick Analog Computer in the Engineering Projects
Laboratory, M. I. T. , was used for the analysis. The computer diagram
of Figure 2k was set up directly from the block diagram of Figure 19.
For the low speed range the test input is
x<^ = .03 sin 8t feet.
The response to this input is shown in Figure 25, sketched
from the oscilloscope presentation of the analog computer. Also
shown is the DC motor torque and velocity. The performance of the
system meets the specifications for this input. A step input of
0.5 foot was used to give an indication of the transient performance;
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The test input for the system vhlle In the high speed
range is a ramp vith a slope of 8A5 feet per second Figure 27
shovs the response, and it does not meet the specifications, the
error exceeding four feet. The maximum value of the ramp for which
the system can maintain the error less than one foot vas determined
to be 2.27 feet per second (Figure 28). This corresponds to a step
change in model velocity of 2.27 feet per second or 1.3^ knots
~
It is evident from the DC motor torque and velocity curves
sketched in Figure 27 that the velocity limitation of the control
screv at kO radians per second determined the system transient per-
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEKDATIONS
The system as designed meets all specifications except
that to follov a model -which imdergoes a step change In velocity
of 8.45 feet per second. The system is incapable of meeting this
specification due to the velocity limitation of the control screw
of the Link-Belt drive.
There are other factors -which must be considered. The
-wire rope transmission has several \mdesirable featiores. This lightly
damped second-order system -will introduce vibrations -which maj^ inter-
fere vith model motions and -with the instrumentation. The mechanical
problems associated vith the transmission have not been fiilly investi-
gated. The drive sheave and idler must be located such that the span
of vire rope not attached to the carriage does not interfere -with
carriage or model motions. This span should be supported at several
points along the length of the tank to increase the spring constant.
Fo-undations for the Link-Belt drive and the bearing supports for the
drive sheave and idler must be provided. For high speed operation a
step-up gear train between the Link-Belt -unit and the drive sheave
will be necessary. The damper must be added to the carriage.
All of the above make the system undesirable and the
recommendation of the author is not to build it. The only justification
for considering this system is the fact that the po-wer element -was
available at no cost.
- 50

Placing a drive motor (electric or hydraulic) on the
carriage eliminates the vire rope transmission and all its assoc-
iated problems. The designer vovild then be free to select all the
components and could build a system to meet the specifications. This
approach has far greater potential than the one used in this design
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Weight of Carriage and Attachments
Weight of Basic Carriage
(includes DC drive motor and


































Approximate IVfess Used for Design Purposes 10 slugs
Accuracy - 1 pound




Development of Incremental Linear Model for
Spring Due to Catenary
Since the sag of the -wire rope "will be small compared
to its lengthy its veight can be assumed to be distributed uni-
formly along the horizontal span instead of along the length of the
wire vithout introducing an appreciable error. Under this assumption
(17)
the shape vill be a parabola^ . The sag at the center vhen the




and for j « 2 "^^^ approximate length of vire is
L = i + 21- (2)
3Ji
'
vhere L is the length of the wire
i is the length of the span
e is the sag at the center of the span
•w is the "weight per foot
H is the horizontal component of the tension
- B.l

Substituting equation (l) into (2) yields
L^i-^ (3)
2lfH
For a constant length of vire the linear incremental
model is developed as follovs:
Let i = Iq + hi
H = Hq + AH
Substituting in equation (3) yields,
L = i^ + A^ + W-^ 2_^
" 24(Hq + 2HqAH +m ) (^)
Setting A'^ = 0, AH = gives the equilibrium
equation
2 3
L = ;^^ + ^ . (5)
Clearing fractions in equation (4) and subtracting the
equilibrium equation (5) yields
^2 2
2(L- VAH=(H,.^) AX (>=0
- B.2 -

neglecting terms higher than first order.
From equation (5)
2 3
2(L - U = ^—^ . (7)
12H^
Substituting (7) into (6) results in the desired relation




.^ , ^ (8)
In this application the second term of equation (8) is
small compared to the first and can be neglected. The final expres-






As seen in Section III^ it is desirable to have the
natural frequency of the -wire rope transmission system as high as
possible; therefore, the equivalent spring constant must be as
large as possible.
The spring constant of a -wire stretched across a span vill
be that of a veightless, elastic spring acting in series -with a non-
elastic, vei^t -distributed cable vith catenary. The relation for
the first is given in Section III as
EA
and that for the second is developed above as
k
c 2^ 3





For high natural frequency both k and k must be large.
For a given span, k increases vith EA and, therefore, vith increased
diameter. The value of EA increases as the n-jaiber of strands is
- B.4 -

decreased; ho'wever, flexibility is lost. On the other hand, k
2
is inversely proportional to v
,
but can be increased in direct
3proportion to H vithin strength limitations.
The wire rope selected vas -^-inch, 1 x I9, stainless
steel vith the following properties:
breaking strength 8200 po-unds
w .135 poimds per foot
EA 853,500 poimds.
Roller chain "was considered for the system, but it vas
found that it vas heavier and more elastic for the same breaking
(18 )
strength as -wire. The folloving data are given for comparison
Chain No. #35 #^0
Pitch 3/8 1/2 inches
Width 3/16 5/16 inches
Breaking Strength ^100 3,700 pounds
w 0.22 O.kl. pounds per foot
EA 113,000 201,000 pounds
B.5 -

Calculation of System Spring Constant
Because of the large inertia of the variable speed drive
referred to the output shaft (Appendix C), the -wire rope trans-
mission system can be modeled as in Figure Bl. The spans i and
ip vill vary as the carriage moves dovn the tank with
X + ^2 = 100 feet.
The length i will remain constant at 100 feet. This length can be
supported along its length without interference with carriage travel,
The catenary effect will_, therefore, be small; and only the elastic









Model of Wire Rope Transmission System
B.6 -

The equivalent system is shovn in Figure B2 vith
k k
^
k = g^ gl
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As noted previously the spring constant vill vary as
the carriage moves dovn the tank. To illustrate this effect the
spring constant vill be computed for three carriage positions:
Position h ^2
Start 80 20 feet
Mld-R\m 50 50 feet
End 20 80 feet
For the vire selected "with 400 pounds tension, the
spring constant at each position is computed below.
k = i,Q^^ = 10,700 pounds per foot
^ ^ —
^^ (^OQ/
= 82,200 pounds per foot
'^ (.135)2(80)3
10,700 X 82,200 _, _„ . „ ,k = —^ ^ = 9^70 pounds per foot
92,900




^r^Q " ^T"^—o = 5.27 X 10 pounds per foot
""^ (.135)2(20)3
_






= 7A00 pounds per foot
5.27 X 10°
^ed = \ ^ ^
k = 16^570 pounds per foot
Mid-Run Position
^el




^2> y y = 337,000 pounds per foot
'^ (.135)^(50)3
17,070 X 337,000 ^r r,r,r. ^ P 4.k^ =
3^^ 000
= 16,200 po-ands per foot
k 2 = ^^Q = 5,690 pounds per foot
12 (400)k ^ = —^ ^—-^—rr = 337,000 poiXTids per foot
'^ (.135)^(50)3
^2 =
^^1"2!69f^''' = 5,600 po..r.ds per foot
- B.9

k = k, + k.
eq 1 2
k = 21,800 pounds per foot
End Position
k =
-^^^— = 42,680 pounds per foot
, 12 (1+00)^ ^ ^„ ,-6 ^ ^ ^k = *^
^^—
J = 5*27 X 10 pounds per foot
^^ (.135r(20)3
if2,680 X 5.27 X 10 10 1^^ ^ ^ a.k = — =-V-^ = 4-2,400 pounds per foot
5-31 X 10
^e2 " ^Iq^^ = ^;740 pounds per foot
k = —12 (400
;
^ 82,200 pcu:".ds per foot
"^
(.135 r (80)3
4,74o X 82.200 ]
1 Q^ ^ ^ ^kg =
'q^ ^i^Q
' = 4,480 pounds per foot
k = k, + k^
eq 1 2
k^ = 46,900 poTxads per foot
- B.IO -

The natural frequency of the transmission vill be
«„ = it
vhere M^ is the mass of the carriage (lO slugs). Table Bl gives
a siommary of spring constants and natural frequencies at each
position.
Table Bl







For design purposes k is taken as 20^000 po"'jinds per











Link-Belt P.I.V. Drive Name Plate Data
Order No. L-I-62240A
Part No. 1170Y3-D
Size HMDG - 2
Input RPM 860
Ratio k
H.P. Delivered at Output RPM
4.5 H.P. @ 124 RPM
2.3 H.P. @ 31 RPM
GE Triclad Induction Motor Name Plate Data
Model No. 5K254E882





3 Phase 60 CPS 220/440 Volts
Fl. Amp. 12.5/6.25
Fl. Speed 1750 RPM








Input Gears (2:1 Reduction)
Pinion
Gear
1st Reduction Output (2.78:1)
Pinion
Gear
2nd Reduction Output (5:l)
Pinion
Gear
P.I.V. Drive (Referred to Constant Speed Shaft)
At Max. Output Speed
At Mean Output Speed
At Min. Output Speed
Total Inertia (Referred to Output Shaft)
At Max. Output Speed
At Mean Output Speed


















Description of DC Servomotor
GE DC Servomotor^ k pole. Permanent Magnet Field Frame 5BBY29YA
(foot mounted)
l/k H.P., ll40 RIM, Torque I.I51 foot-pounds
115 volts, 2.3 amperes
Armature resistance, R =6.8 ohms
' a
Armature inductance, L = 0.0^0 henries
' a
Peak torque, T =8.5 foot-pounds
Torque constant, k = O.6O foot-pounds per ampere
Voltage constant, k = O.83 volt-second per radian
Inertia of rotor, J = .OOIO8 slug-feet
' m °
V J
T = —=— = 0.0151 seconds
m T
m
P = V T = 1010 foot-poimds per second
m m m x- jr
Load Specifications
J^ = 6.82 X 10" slug-feet (from Appendix C)




OL = ^00 radians per second
T^ = ^ foot-po-unds
T^ = — = 0.1 seconds
















l6o - 1 - 0.151
6.3 > 1.18
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